QUT CLASSIC 2013 - TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION

This form must be completed before you will be able to register for the Event.

In consideration for participating in the QUT Classic ("the Event"), I agree to the following Terms and Conditions:

1. I have read and accept the race information for the Event.
2. I understand the demanding physical nature of the Event. I have trained for the Event and I am not aware of any medical condition or impairment that will be detrimental to my health if I participate in the Event. In the event that I become aware of any medical condition or impairment, or am otherwise sick or injured prior to the Event, I will withdraw from the Event.
3. I acknowledge that I am participating in the Event voluntarily and at my own risk and accept that participating in the Event may involve a real risk of serious injury or even death from various causes including (but not limited to) over exertion, dehydration, and accidents with other participants, spectators or road users.
4. I agree that if the Event goes ahead regardless of the weather or other race conditions there will be no refunds available under any circumstances.
5. I acknowledge that the Event organisers reserve the right to change the length or route of the course and other details of the Event without notice.
6. I agree that if I am a QUT employee that I am participating voluntarily in this Event (or any associated training) as a private citizen, and not as a requirement or part of my employment at QUT.
7. I agree to indemnify and keep indemnified QUT, its officers and employees, against all claims, losses, damages, costs and expenses (including all consequential, indirect, or economic loss, loss or opportunity, revenue, profit, data, use) brought or made against QUT or any third party by any person in respect of:
   a. any personal injury (including death) arising from or in connection with the Event which is caused by any act or omission by me (including any negligence, unlawful or wilful misconduct);
   b. any liability incurred by QUT by reason of any breach by me of these Terms and Conditions or the rules and regulations of the Event; or
   c. any loss, damage or injury of a non-personal nature caused any act or omission by me (including any negligence, unlawful or wilful misconduct) in respect of the Event.
8. I also agree to release QUT from any liability for any loss, injury, damage or death which I may suffer or incur directly or indirectly arising from my participation in the Event. This release will extend to and include any organisers, sponsors, partners or volunteers of the Event, including owners of the land on which the Event is conducted or which is involved directly or indirectly with the Event in any manner.
9. I must at all times comply with QUT’s direction during the Event, including without limitation with respect to issues regarding my health and safety.
10. I give permission for QUT to use my name and picture in broadcast, television or written accounts of the Event or promotions of future QUT events. All images will become the property of QUT for its use, reproduction and publication for an unlimited period and without any further reference, payment or other compensation to me.
11. I give permission to QUT and Intraining Running Centre Pty Ltd to use my contact details to contact me about future running or campus life events, with the option of being able to opt out of being contacted if I choose to do so at any point.